"Royal Gambit," a medieval morality play about Henry VIII, has been postponed until November 22 due to a death in the family of the cast and crew. The four performances of "Royal Gambit" at CSCSB's Players of the Pear Garden have been rescheduled for November 22, 23, 29, and 30.

"Royal Gambit," formerly scheduled to open tonight at the CSCSB Theatre, has been postponed until November 22 due to a death in the family of the cast and crew.
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Recruiters to Hit in Force

Three agencies will be on campus next week to talk to students interested in learning of career opportunities.

ABC, a representative of the California Library Association will be available to discuss opportunities for careers in library sciences.

Tuesday a California State Compensation Insurance Fund representative will recruit for positions of Insurance Assistants now open. The beginning salary is $614 per month which goes to $641 after six months of service. These are management training positions which require a college degree for entry. No specific major requirement is reported in the descriptive material of this agency.

Thursday Los Angeles County Probation Department will be on campus to discuss opportunities now open.

On November 25, Monday, Volunteers In Service to America (VISTA) will be available to discuss its programs. Details of this visit will appear in next week's Pawprint.

Students interested in talking with representatives of one or more of these agencies should reserve interview time in the Placement Center, L-116 at the earliest possible date.

Photo Contest Announced

CARMEL, CALIF.-INFOCUS Magazine is offering a $100 prize for the best photoessay on a topic of social concern submitted prior to March 15, 1969. The essay will be featured prominently in the magazine and the award is in addition to payment made for all published material.

All photoessays submitted will be considered for publication and will be black and white prints at least 4 by 5 inches and no larger than 8 by 10 inches. Any text which accompanies the photographs should be 1000 words or less.

Address contributions to: INFOCUS, P.O. Box 6356, Carmel, Calif. 93921.

Enclose one dollar to cover return of unused material.

INFOCUS is a magazine concerned with photography as a means of social commentary and artistic expression. Annual subscription is five dollars for four issues.
Editorial

A Very Personal Act

On Wednesday afternoon a group of people participated in an act that has both moral and illegal consequences. It was the first such act of any seriousness to take place on this campus. As usual the scene was the Free-Speech Area and the onlookers were part of the hired crowd (police). Involved in the event were five people. They were all protesting the war; they were all serious. Because they were serious they did not take this incident lightly; they were determined to bring others into their lives: they burnt draft, reclassification, and registration cards.

It is hard to make a judgement concerning this act of protest. Everyone knows that what they did could send them to prison. Everyone knows the writing on a draft card won't stop the stupidity of war. Everyday people are being sent to federal penitentiaries for similar "crimes".

All that can be said is that there's a very personal act which must have followed a very difficult decision. The things these people said reflects this personal confrontation.

"In reaffirmation of my conviction that the draft is illegal and immoral I am burning my draft card.

"I would rather be sent to the penitentiary than be sent to the war. I would rather be made into a fairy than into a killer."

The scene was a very somber one. It was also very sad. The futility of the act seemed overwhelming. The entire American social machine is geared to squash such acts. But then we all have to make a decision when we are confronted by questions of grave existential import. Perhaps one man's explanation of the proceedings can explain the necessity of acts in the face of total opposition. Perhaps it can not. You decide...

Dodd Hessey

The following is a statement made at the commencement of the rally held Wednesday afternoon at which five draft, reclassification, and registration cards were burned. It is a message to the student body from the San Diego State Editorial.

The tragedy of conspiring in this illegal but extremely moral act of draft card burning. I am guilty of the terrible crime ... a crime more hideous than murder, rape, and theft ... the act of draft card burning. I am guilty of the terrible crime...

I am guilty of conspiring in this illegal but extremely moral act of draft card burning. I am guilty of the terrible crime...

I am guilty of the terrible crime...

...the crime of not carrying my draft card on my person ... the great crime of our age.

This may seem a little absurd to some people, coming from me. After all, I am handicapped; I am 4-F. I don't have the black cloud of the draft hanging over my head; I don't have the knife threatening to stab me in my back if my grades happen to fal\| a little. I don't have to make the decision fight, kill, and perhaps die in an illegal and immoral war or go to prison for doing a druggy act. The money the state gives me — the same state which I want to repudiate him in my own limited way. My friend isn't a coward; he is one of the bravest people I know; he is a peace hero.

And now more of my friends are taking the step, a step which could easily totally change the course of their lives: they have evidently exhausted their supply of cliches and have tired of repeating them. I think they consider to be dead ends. So now we must all suffer through this particular Sunday, the day after the Wednesdays mock assassination and funeral.

2) The SDS feels that ridicule can replace serious criticism in their presentations. I refer specifically to the tasteless mock prayer which was presented. If the SDS or anyone else has criticism of modern religion, they should certainly present this criticism. However, the juvenile and bigoted style of presenting this criticism is entirely different from serious criticism and discussion. It is especially out

S.D.S. Wrong

On November 6 CSCh was one of the participating S.D.S. members. Everyone is undoubtedly familiar with what happened so I need not repeat the details in all their abhorrence. However certain aspects of the proceedings can explain the necessity of acts in the face of total opposition. Perhaps it can not. You decide...

Dodd Hessey

Letters

SDS. Wrong

On November 6 CSCh was one of the participating S.D.S. members. Everyone is undoubtedly familiar with what happened so I need not repeat the details in all their abhorrence. However certain aspects of the proceedings can explain the necessity of acts in the face of total opposition. Perhaps it can not. You decide...

Dodd Hessey

Flag is Symbol

Last Wednesday I witnessed a very disgusting and sad act of protest. The school was concerned, disgraceful act during the rally held by the S.D.S. The act in question was a lowering of the American flag by one of the participating S.D.S. members. Now, while I realize the people may hold the flag in contempt and consider it to be as useless as last weeks newspaper, if not worse, there are still those of us who hold the flag as a symbol representing all that America stands for and has stood for, for nearly two hundred years. With young men dying every day under that flag, it makes me sick to see it

Stan Hodge

Announcement

The Los Angeles County announces the availability of career appointments to the position of Deputy Probation Officer Trainee at a starting salary of $641 per month. Trainees will be enrolled in a training program and assigned to work in close association with juvenile delinquency and juvenile correctional and female applicants in all academic areas are accepted.

Donald D. Von Speeken, CAMPUS RECRUITMENT Coordinator, will be on campus on Thursday, November 21, to conduct personal interviews. Contact the Placement Office, Mr. Doyle J. Stenzel, Director, for an advance appointment.

The Gladly

Election 1968: A Bummer

By Frank Moore

Unheard drums beat slowly as the members of SDS symbolically burnt the draft card. A CSCh student who wasn't a SDS member came up to the microphone to vent his rage against what happened the day before. This was the scene on our campus, the day after the national elections. Richard M. Nixon had swept through Southern California and the south-west in the 1968 elections.

The SDS feels that ridicule can replace serious criticism in their presentations. I refer specifically to the tasteless mock prayer which was presented. If the SDS or anyone else has criticism of modern religion, they should certainly present this criticism. However, the juvenile and bigoted style of presenting this criticism is entirely different from serious criticism and discussion. It is especially out

SDS. Wrong

By Frank Moore

Unheard drums beat slowly as the members of SDS symbolically burnt the draft card. A CSCh student who wasn't a SDS member came up to the microphone to vent his rage against what happened the day before. This was the scene on our campus, the day after the national elections. Richard M. Nixon had swept through Southern California and the south-west in the 1968 elections.

The victims watched the TV screen as if they were part of several SDS members. Now, while these people may hold the flag in contempt and consider it to be as useless as last weeks newspaper, if not worse, there are still those of us who hold the flag as a symbol representing all that America stands for and has stood for, for nearly two hundred years. With young men dying every day under that flag, it makes me sick to see it...
The 'Ronnie Max' Doll

By MARK TRENAM

**ANNOUNCING****

MULLET'S LATEST "ALMOST A REAL" DOLL: The Amazing "RONNY-MAX"! BE THE FIRST ON YOUR BLOCK TO OWN THIS MOST FANTASTIC PLASTIC DOLL! (Guaranteed not to think, display emotion, or deviate in any manner from other "RONNY Max" dolls.)

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED: Toy cars, clothes, houses, schools, and various fantastic MULLET DOLLS.

TEN EASY STEPS YOU CAN FOLLOW TO ASSEMBLE YOUR "RONNY Max"

STEP I: Assemble all external parts (labeled A through SS) as shown in the enclosed schematic. Make sure "Ronny-Max" is firmly closed before proceeding to the next step.

STEP II: Remove brain from plastic packet marked "BRAIN".

STEP III: Unscrape the top of secret formulae jar marked PUBLIC EDUCATION; let stagnate for twelve years.

STEP IV: Insert forceps into holes of brain. Wash brain completely in secret formulae "PUBLIC EDUCATION".

STEP V: Place thoroughly washed brain in mind compartment and close again.

STEP VI: "AUTOMATIC PIGEON HOLE CLASSIFICATION DEVICE" (inside automatic pigeon hole device in compartment marked "Judgement" in middle of back. When "RONNY Max" is confronted with another doll of any race, religion, or color, Auto-Pigeon Hole Device will quickly relay image to appropriate hole. (Example: if long-haired doll is placed before "RONNY Max" indication on pigeon Hole scale will point to Communist-dipped "hippy.

ATTENTION MULLET DOLL BUILDERS

For only $19.95 more you can purchase the newly developed "RONNY Max" Physiological Mutilation Unit!

When attached to the Auto-Pigeon Hole Device, "RONNY Max" will be able to automatically spin and twist in any other doll placed before him.

STEP VII: MUSICAL APPRECIATION UNIT: To install the "M.U.A.", simply remove rear cover marked "REAR" and snap into place.

Whenever the "Star Spangled Banner" or "God Bless America" is played in the present of "RONNY Max" he will:

1) automatically stand at attention
2) an American flag will pop out of his navel
3) pre-recorded voice unit will announce: "RONNY Max, citizen, fellow citizen, etc., in time to music.

STEP VIII: "MATERIAL POSSESSION ACQUISITION UNIT" (abbreviated GREED) Install in chest cavity labeled "emotional traits." "RONNY Max" will automatically pursue and grasp any of the accessory toy cars, stereos, Nehru shirts, etc., placed in front of him. "RONNY Max" will quickly replace it with a properly pre-adjusted, brand new "RONNY Max".

The MULLET TOY COMPANY

By Jack Lawson

What brought the New York City School system to its knees? Was it the wage issue? Was it working conditions? To neither of these questions can the answer be an "on yes." But Dr. James Lewis, Human Relations Executive for California Teacher's Association, speaking on personal investigation presented the "causes" of the strike, which is now entering its eleventh week in New York City. To members of CSCSE's S.C.T.A. on Tuesday, Dr. Lewis developed the subject from its basis to its full perspective.

The basis of the strike is 1.5 million dollars. This is the present budget for New York City Schools.

The administration of this huge sum of money brings to focus the "real" cause of the strike. Who is going to control the purse strings? How are they going to control that sum of money? Where is this money going to be located?

By presenting a plan of decentralizing the power structure of the school boards, the minorities in the local districts would and should have the voice and power to have the teachers and administrators represent their views and values not those of the "white oriented" society only.

Dr. Lewis concluded.

CHECK SERVICE

WHO MAY CASH CHECKS:

Members of the Student Body of the College

College Employees

AMOUNT THAT MAY BE CASHED:

Maximum of $10.00 or purchase amount plus $1.00. TYPE OF CHECK CASHED: Limited to checks on the personal account of the College Employee.

IDENTIFICATION REQUIRED:

Student Body Card or Pennsylvania Driver's license or other identification.

Your name and address must be printed on the face of the check if it does not already appear there. HOW OFTEN MAY CHECKS BE CASHED:

Limited to one check a day.

A fee of $5.00 will be charged for each check returned by the bank for "Insufficient Funds." Failure to reimburse the bookstore for the amount of the check and the fee will result in the loss of the check cashing privilege.
"Interracial Marriage" was the topic of a panel discussion sponsored by the Newman Foundation. Guest panelists at last Monday night's session were, from left to right: Dr. Robert Fisk, Dr. Jesse Hiroaka, and Dr. Howard Ruttenberg.

Interracial Marriage Discussed at Newman Club Forum

The Newman Foundation's Interracial Marriage Panel discussion proved to be quite lively and informative session. About fifty persons came to hear Professors Hiroaka and Ruttenberg, and Dr. Fisk, moderator, speak. Professor Hiroaka of Japanese descent, is married to an Anglo and Professor Ruttenberg, an Anglo, is married to a Negro.

Professor Hiroaka believed that intermarriage was difficult to the degree that cultural differences exist between the couple. The smaller the cultural difference the easier the adjustment would be. Professor Hiroaka also believes that marriage was one of the major problems that will occur can easily be solved.

In his discussion attempted to get down to the problem of why people are prejudiced. Both men agreed that the couple has to confront themselves with the existing prejudices against intermarriage and that once this is done, most problems that will occur can easily be solved.

African Nite Goes This Eve

"Anyone who is interested in what is happening outside of the United States should definitely attend our African Party tonight," Wambui Magua, exchange student from Kenya, urged.

The affair, hosted by Professor of Education Robert G. Fisk, will be held tonight at 6:00 p.m. at Dr. Fisk's house. Dinner, a potluck of foreign foods served smorgasbord style, will be served around 7:00 p.m. It will be followed by informal discussions and a presentation by Robert Stein, assistant professor of mathematics, who worked with Operation Crossroads in Africa this summer.

Dinner will be free. If you want to attend stop by Prof. Stein's office and pick up a map and directions to Dr. Fisk's house.

Soph Meet

The Sophomore Class would like to announce that the following positions are available that of Class Secretary and Class Senator. These positions must be filled for an active Sophomore Class. Are you the one who can be active? Then come to the Sophomore Class Meetings. The next Class meeting will be Nov. 19, 1968 at 10:30 in P. S. 131. For further information contact President Joe McKee.

Thanksgiving Library Hrs.

The College Library will observe the following schedule of hours during the Thanksgiving weekend.

Thursday, Nov. 28
Closed.
Friday, Nov. 29 9 - 5
Saturday, Nov. 30 9 - 1
Sunday, Dec. 1 1 - 5
Because the Fall Term is so near its conclusion, the College Library will be open on the Friday following Thanksgiving to accommodate faculty and students.

Muner Hanafi led an audience of approximately 50 students in a multidimensional trip through selected poetry readings last Thursday. His presentation, entitled "Things from Me to You" was the first student-to-student encounter at CSCSB of the year.

Review

Hanafi Reading An Experience

The chairs, straight-backed, so neatly-groomed planners the mobile man in the wheelchair whose affliction defeated the neatly-defined rows except the half-clear shadow. All fifty sat in the straightness of the room and was somehow able to overcome the inhumanity of its contents. He was somehow able to translate his passion, his desire to be heard into intensity and feeling words that systematically lay upon paper. This sort can accomplish them. The burning incense took away the hollowness of P. S. 122.
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